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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to focus on energy dissemination for green vehicle transportation. In current scenario population of urban
areas keeps increasing as the people move towards the cities in search of jobs and betterlife style. This leads to an increase in the
number of vehicles on the road. But the transport network which is accessible to the citizens is less when compared to their
demand. This situation results in more vehicles on the road. The result of which is one of the factors that aggravate the traffic
congestion. It is identified the vehicle volume on road is 91.7% which increases the CO2 emission to 93.25% every month.
2M2C-R2ED shows its efficiency in identification and segregation of alternative route by IWS with an average frequency of
3.82%. Traffic congestion occurs when the available transport resources are less when compared to the number of vehicles that
share the resource. As the number of vehicles increases the resources become scarce and congestion is more. The demand for the
resources is higher than the actual capacity of the roads and the streets. There are some circumstances that which will aggravate
the traffic congestion. The circumstances can be the road condition (potholes, road repair), accidents and some natural calamities.
There is a lot of research being done to predict the traffic and model it in order to find a solution that will make the condition
better. But still it is an open issue. The accuracy of the predictions done is less.

Keywords Green vehicle ad-hoc network (GVANET) . Clustering . Collision .Optimization . Intelligent water drop optimization
(IWD) . Intelligent transport system (ITS)

Introduction

The Co2 emission during this congestion is also high in that
particular area which causes a lot of health hazards for the
people on the road. The mobility of the motorized transport
is projected and then the related modal split is computed.

Based on this aggregate approach the future vehicle volume
on road will be 91.7% which increases the CO2 emission to
93.25%. [1] This emission of CO2 increases in a particular
area when there is a huge increase in traffic volume or may be
due to congestion. In order to avoid the transport network
should support traffic diversions, good quality of the road
and proper communication between the vehicles to infrastruc-
ture, vehicle to vehicle and among the infrastructure [2].

Research on the broadcasting of Signal Countdown
Messages (SCMs) to vehicles via Vehicular Ad Hoc Network
(VANET) [3] technology has shown that it can reduce CO2
emissions and energy consumption; however, past studies have
lacked consideration of car-following and vehicle gliding mode.
In this paper [4], two green driving suggestion models, namely,
the Maximize Throughput Model (MaxTM) and the Minimize
Acceleration and DecelerationModel (MinADM), are proposed
to minimize the CO2 emissions by considering real-time traffic
information nearby the intersection [5]. The two proposed strat-
egies are compared with an Open Traffic Light Control Model
(OTLCM). The main facts this paper demonstrate are that traffic
models lack consideration of car following, which would make
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the simulation result unrealistic [6], that the proposed MaxTM
can reduce more CO2 emissions than the MinADM and the
OTLCM, and the total travel time in the MaxTM is also better
than the other twomodels so that the general traffic performance
can be improved [7]. Simulation results show that the perfor-
mance of CO2 emissions of the MaxTM is 5%–102% better
than the MinADM and 13%–209% better than the OTLCM in
the simulation cases, and the performance of CO2 emissions of
the MaxTM is 8%–14% better than the MinADM and 15%–
231% better than the OTLCM in the real traffic cases [8].

A computational model for flow and boundary shear stress
fields in natural channels is combined with a bedload transport
algorithm in order to investigate the genesis and finite-amplitude

characteristics of riverine bars. [9] Since the time scales associ-
ated with bar growth and migration are typically much larger
than the time scales of the flow, the flow is treated in a quasi-
steady manner, and the modification of the bed topography due
to convergences and divergences in the sediment flux field is
coupled to the flowmodel using a simple iterative technique [10,
11].

The topographic evolution algorithm yields accurate pre-
dictions of the development of point bars in curved channels
and indicates that, while the origin of point bars is primarily
due to curvature-induced secondary flow, the ultimate stabil-
ity of these features is related to topographically-induced
stream wise convective accelerations, as well as to
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gravitational modification of sediment fluxes by bar slopes
[12]. The technique presented herein is also used to investigate
the mechanics of alternate bars in straight channels. A com-
parison of the nonlinear theory with a simple linear stability
analysis for these features is used to demonstrate the impor-
tance of the nonlinear effects, and to provide a clearer physical
understanding of the alternate bar instability [13].

Bhatia et al. [14] propose an artificial intelligent model for
vehicular traffic behaviour monitoring as a data-driven ap-
proach by combining the flexibility, scalability, and adaptabil-
ity of its activity. [15] A machine learning algorithm is
developed as a long short-term memory neural network
(LSTM-NN), which eliminates the back propagated error
delay through memory block.

MusaBalta [16] developed a 3-stage fuzzy-decision tree
model to monitor the traffic signalling, by focusing environ-
mental factors and activity information like vehicle density
vehicle signalling etc.,.[17]

Muhammad et al. [18], provide an extensive overview of
the ITS and the evolution of ITS to VANETs discussed the
privacy and security attacks in VANETs with their applica-
tions and challenges [19].

Sadia Din and Abdul [20], 5G-based SDN architecture for
the utility of ITS. It have an adequate like sensing layer, relay
layer, and core network.

Houssain et al., [21] an improvement of GPSR, named KF-
GPSR, where each vehicle estimate in real time the position of
its neighbours by using kalman filter algorithm.

Houssain et al. an improved certificateless aggregate signa-
ture scheme without bilinear pairings for vehicular ad hoc net-
works Ismaila Adeniyi Kamil, Sunday Oyinlola Ogundoyin
[22].

S.K. Lakshmanaprabu, [23] Big Data technologies to
VANET to enhance traffic management process by planning
and engineering. It also gains very useful insight from the
massive quantity of operational data [24].

Malarvizhi et al. [25] ant colony optimization a fuzzy logic
based is used for the optimization of IoV based services to
model the heavy traffic. IoV based root selection method is
compared for its effectives [26].

In contrast to point bars, the initial instability of alternate
bars is shown to depend on simple topographic steering re-
sponse [27], while the finite-amplitude characteristics of these
features depend on gravitational effects and the production of

Fig. 3 Multi-metric Cooperative
Clustering (2M2C) for G-
VANET Framework
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secondary flow associated with the curvature of flow stream-
lines. [28] The evolution model yields good predictions of the
finite amplitude morphology of both point and alternate bars,
as demonstrated by comparison of model predictions and
measured bathymetry for several experimental studies [29].

Review on Energy Efficient Data
Dissemination

Rodolfo Meneguette et al., inter vehicle communication in
urban and high way traffic regions gets increasing drastically
for controlling the traffic congestion and assisting to reduce
the overflow of emission. An intelligent transportation system
could control and reduces the fuel consumption, taking
congested roads, trip time and in particularly the CO2 emis-
sion in vehicle transportation [14].

Ronald T. van Katwijk et al., to control the intersection of
vehicles and road side unit communication for a possible ve-
hicle based estimation to reduce the overall emission of vehi-
cles. It acts as an advanced form of traffic adaptive control
model for a predictive analysis of vehicle transportation.
Moreover, it would control the acceleration and deceleration
of vehicles by interacting with the infrastructure units de-
ployed at road sides. It pay the way of benefiting in sinking
the total time of travel for the general public in transit [16].

Yanjie Ji et al., finds the Pareto solution using genetic algo-
rithm and microscopic emission model [18] that reduces the
pedestrians and vehicles getting delay due to massive traffic.
The multi-objective behavior of algorithm monitors the real
world traffic data and controls the traffic signal for the better-
ment of vehicle drivers and the public. It appropriately reduces
the impact on CO2 emission and increases the coordination of
traffic signals which helps the public for tension free
transportation.

Allan Mariano de Souza et al., an intelligent transportation
system could reduce the economic loss of a country and decrease
the drivers stress in traffic. ITS system monitors the greenhouse
gas emission in both urban and rural regions. It supports the intra
and inter vehicle communication process in controlling the traffic
and pay a way to reduce the CO2 emission.

Yaonan Wang et al., [20] a bio-inspired approach and
emission control analysis is derived from dynamic

combined control map technique. It uses the auxiliary
power unit to control the emission of vehicles and bal-
ances the potential conflicts of fuel consumption. The
quantitative analysis of the catalyst and the cause for
the emission is analyzed by optimized techniques for
the improvement of less fuel consumption.

Chunxiao Li et al., a three tire structure to control the traffic
light dynamically to reduce the stop and go time of vehicles. Tire
one of the architecture if designed from the electronic toll data to
monitor the smoothening of the travel in recommended speed.
From the data the tire two would communicate with traffic light
and transfer it via antennas to reset of the vehicles to update the
current information. Traffic light control algorithm [30] is used
at the tire three level for intersection of all two tire data and helps
to minimize the CO2 emission of stop and go vehicles flow.

Amilcare Francesco Santamaria et al., noticed that the US
and European standard have been working on road safety for
several decades. A Safety Enhancement WAVE based proto-
col (SeAWave) is proposed for active safety system. To mon-
itor the emission level and obstacles present on the way of
travel is identified by city traffic management system and it
also update all information about the road conditions by com-
municating with the vehicles and road side units.

Xin Cao et al., observed in their study at china the major
challenge for controlling the Co2 emission of vehicles keeps
increasing drastically. It would be more effective to minimize
the consuming of energy in auto industry by alternate energy
saving measures. They proposed the Compertz model with
different senarios based on life cycle analysis with IPCC stan-
dards. From the experimental result it is identified that CO2
emission gets reduced gradually.

An event notification framework [31] proposes an event
publishing and subscription notification. The event dissemi-
nation from the road side units are controlled by the service
providers. The event dissemination is done in such a way that
it maximizes the subscription and the same time it minimizes

Table 1 Dynamic node adjustment according to current condition

Default PROD-Random TEST-Random DEV- Random

Routers 0 of 8 0 of 0 0 of 0

Switches 0 of 1 0 of 0 0 of 0

Servers 5 of 21 0 of 0 0 of 0

Table 2 Static node searching

Default PROD-PRS TEST- PRS DEV- PRS

Routers MAX > =MIN 0 of 0

Switches Min >0 0 of 0

Servers Minmax <=N-1 0 of 0

Table 3 Static node identification by various PDS

Default PROD-PDS TEST- PDS DEV- PDS

Routers 0 of 8 0 or 1 0 > =min

Switches 0 of 1 0 <> 0 >1

Servers 5 of 21 0 < = MAX N
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the cost of event disseminations. [28] The communication is
done between the roadside units and the vehicles, but this
paper does not address the communication between vehicle
to vehicle communications [32].

Rathore et al. (2010) proposes a reliable and low
delay MAC protocol. The protocol aims in restricting
the contention period of the channel as the messages
that have to be transmitted will have a very short life
time [33]. The road side units are clustered in order to
reuse the frequency in non-adjacent clusters. Frequency
reusing reduces the time to access the channel and also
increases the availability of the bandwidth [34].

Finding an optimal route for the vehicles is a significant
challenge in order to avoid collisions (Mayank et al. 2016).
Meta heuristic approach is used to find the optimal route. The
destination is predicted and the optimized route is found by
forming regions. This algorithm can be implemented where
prediction for an object is required [26].

Clustering is an issue that has to be addressed in
VANETs. This is important since the road side units
have to disseminate the data to the vehicles and the
vehicles should also contact the road side units for
any information. [35] If clustering is not done there
redundant data and the communication is also hampered
by not having a clear request response pattern.
Clustering can be done by the relative speed of the
vehicles, direction and the connectivity that vehicles
have with other vehicles (Kakkasageri and Manvi
2014) [36].

Mahdi et al. [37], proposed the Gaussian particle swarm
optimization (GPSO) algorithm to determine the stability of a
system by a chaotic map using Gaussian function [38].
Moreover, the seeking abilities of particles can be promoted
by computation effectiveness without affecting the efficiency
of the fuzzy controller. Yan Cao et al. [39], proposed the

seagull optimization algorithm for optimal parameter identifi-
cation of the proton exchange membrane fuel cell stacks [40].

Man-Wen Tian et al. [32], deer hunting optimization algo-
rithm it is a new improved algorithm for optimal configuration
and shows the economic aspect of the power plant maintenance
[41].

Multi-Metric Cooperative Clustering
for G-VANET Framework (2M2C)

Due to the increase in the vehicle traffic management is es-
sential to ensure safety, reduced time in reaching the destina-
tion. The traffic management system should monitor the inci-
dents that happen and prompt the users about the incidents. In
Fig. 1 shows, it’s collaborations with the highway depart-
ments to take necessary actions to improve the road safety
and increase the transport system efficiency. The products
are available, but the deficiency is in executing in real time
because of lack of proper communication techniques.

The products available, fill be fixed at the road side and on
the vehicles. But the protocols used for the communication is
not well defined. Communication protocol should be defined
in order for the entire system to work efficiently.Moreover, all
the communication should be done using wireless medium in
dynamically changing topology which introduces another di-
mension of the problem that has to be thought through and

Table 5 Callout point of various devices in HNS

Default PROD-HNS TEST- HNS DEV- HNS

Routers 1 of n 1 of n N

Switches 1 of n-1 n n-1

Servers 2 of (n + 1) N + 1 n + 1

Table 6 Differential Zones acceptable node frequency

Search Status Steps until collision Collision Check No. of. Attempts
to Retrieve

Z1 492 432 924

Z2 122 109 231

Z3 384 232 616

Z4 277 51 328

Z5 338 288 626

Z6 489 365 854

Z7 104 57 161

Fig. 4 Node identification with various frequencies under different
network

Table 4 Dynamic node identification by various PDS techniques

Default PROD-CS TEST- CS DEV- CS

Routers N N-1 0

Switches N + 1 N (n + 1)/2

Servers 5 of N 0 n-1



analyzed. The wireless medium has a resource called as chan-
nels which have to be used efficiently as it a scarce resource.

In Fig. 2, the acquisition of data about the road quality,
emergency, accidents and any other disasters should be proc-
essed by the roadmanagement system. The decision should be
made and sent to the users in order to make them utilize the
available transport resource efficiently. The data acquired by
the infrastructure and the vehicles will be huge and will be
redundant. The redundancy may cause confusion in taking the
decisions and hence the data redundancy should be removed.
There may be data which will not be used anywhere that may
occupy a lot of space and a lot of bandwidth. These data
should also be avoided during transmission from vehicle to
infrastructure and vehicle to vehicle.

The other challenge encountered is data consistency
and integration. Each device will give different types of
data which will differ qualitatively and quantitatively.
Hence the data should be analysed and data integrity
should be maintained throughout the communication.
The transport system developed should consider all
these facts and then take a decision. The decision
should provide a solution rather making the situation
worse than the previous situation.

Proper communication protocol between:

& Infrastructure and vehicle
& Vehicle to vehicle

The goal is set to optimally utilize the channels which will
reduce the interference. Interference cannot be completely
eliminated since the frequency reuse will take place.

Figure 3 illustrates the efficient utilization of the channels
which is a scarce resource of wireless communication.
Optimal route allocation to avoid collision, congestion which
eventually decreases the concentration of CO2. The operation-
al cost is highwhich has to be reduced. Now the sensors which
are manufactured are more powerful and the data col-
lection is done efficiently. The cost of the computing
devices is now reasonable and affordable which may
even reduce the operational cost.

In the past few years the vehicles in an urban region in-
creased terrifically in the global infrastructure. These peak
deviations in utilization of vehicles evolution increase signif-
icant CO2 emission level and increase the air pollution. In
VANETmanaging vehicles at peak traffic hour for controlling
vehicle CO2 emission, road block identification, avoiding col-
lision is the key issue during mobility. This issue raises the
need of a scheduling mechanism for vehicles using the roads.
An intelligent optimization approach could be adapted for
searching the appropriate roots in real-time scenarios.

This proposal introduces the Intelligent Water Drop
Optimization Algorithm (IWD) optimized route for vehicles in
real time and scheduling the vehicle based on its priority. The
system predicts the obstacles and blocks on the road by the
Vehicle To Road Side Unit (V2RSU) communication system

Table 7 Status of network nodes at random searching

Random Events Alarms Notifications Outages Surveillance Heatmap Distributed Status

Z1 59 49 47 49 34 34 34 47

Z2 15 19 26 31 13 20 20 13

Z3 21 16 12 13 20 13 13 12

Z4 37 43 46 57 53 53 53 23

Z5 53 34 43 53 43 57 34 57

Z6 26 13 19 20 13 37 13 13

Z7 15 20 16 13 21 12 20 31

Fig. 5 Random process to
identify resources in different
zones
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for predicting the best route for the user and giving priority to
avoid the congestion. In real-time scenario the information from
road side unit to road side unit, vehicle to vehicle andV2RSU are
controlled by a centralized VANET managing system. The di-
gression of alternative routes would initiate a reduction in CO2
emission globally in various zones and region. It consist of four
different modules, in which to search the optimized route during
peak hours rout assigning is based on priority and an appropriate
route could be assigned to the user using IWD.

To identify the obstacles and blocks on the traveling region
an intelligent transportation agent would be adopted by mod-
ified IWD algorithm for avoiding collision in VANET. This
system also considers the emergency evacuation strategies as
disaster identification for safe transportation. To provide Bio-
VANET the CO2 emission could be reduced by monitoring
the vehicle route selection, scheduling its rout, avoiding the
vehicle collision and disaster recovering processes could be
analyzed and processed using optimization approach. These
issues are handled collaboratively using IWD and modified
IWD algorithms to frame a Green VANET (GVANET). The
vehicles at different zones which are running under various
conditions are automatically controlled (engine changed to
sleep mode) for energy saving in a heavy traffic situation. It
could minimize the CO2 emission and control the air pollution
for a GVANET scenario.

The information is collected about the obstacles, blocks, Co2
emission and any information related to emergency or disaster

will be communicated by the devices fixed on the roads (Road
side units) and the devices from the vehicles (vehicle units).

The communication can take place among the roadside
units, road side unit and the vehicle unit or among vehicle
units. The protocol that is developed for this communication
should identify the roadblocks and other obstacles which will
cause collision among the vehicles on the road. This conges-
tion will also increase the Co2 level in that particular area.

GVANET Processing under various regions is described in
finite time for dynamic vehicle communications in the vehicle
transportation system. Vehicle to vehicle communication (V2V),
the intercommunication between vehicles could be represented
with ‘t’ time and the waiting time is represented as in Eq. (1).

V2Vt→V2Vt−1 þ 1−e
− Vt−Vt−1j j

α

� �
ð1Þ

Vehicle to Road side unit communication process (V2R) is
illustrated and the process is given by Eq. (2).

V2Rt→V2Rt−1 þ 1−e
− Vt−Rt−1j j

δ

� �
ð2Þ

Roadside unit to the base station (R2B), for continuous
updating of vehicle information is given as in Eq. (3).

Table 8 Status of network nodes at pre-requesting search

Pre-Req Events Alarms Notifications Outages Surveillance Heatmap Distributed Status

Z1 49 47 46 43 43 54 53 47

Z2 16 12 12 19 19 37 30 46

Z3 19 26 26 16 16 12 13 34

Z4 43 46 47 49 49 57 51 13

Z5 47 43 44 37 47 48 49 20

Z6 12 19 21 13 16 22 31 37

Z7 26 16 13 23 25 17 13 12
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RtBSt→RtBSt−1 þ 1−e
− Rt−BSt−1j j

α

� �
ð3Þ

Maximum travel speed of a vehicle is monitored by VMAX,
and its process is denoted with respect to V2Vt < VMAX. To
maintain the mobility frequency of a vehicle Vt with respect
to t-1 times. |Vt − Vt − 1|. If the signal strength gets varied in the
Intelligent Vehicle Transportation system (IVT) the changes

would be continuously be monitored by 1−e
− Rt−BSt−1j j

α

� �
and

update the situations in Eq. (4).

V2Vt ¼ V2VT0 � ∫
0

VMAX

1−e−
v
α

� �
dv ð4Þ

The road side unit transformation Rt with respect to Tr and
further identifications is noticed inRt < Tr(1 − ε), Whereas ‘Tr’
representing the transmission range and to identify the ‘α’
wireless channel condition is noticed using the equation [33].

α ¼ Vtcosθi−Vtcosθ j ððð5ÞÞ

Base station (BS) has the information about all necessary
transportation system to handle the intelligent rout calculation
without affecting the regular activities of the vehicle distribution
system BS and Vcom. The Eqs. (6) and (7) illustrate the BS
information.

BS ¼ BSi−BS j
� � ð6Þ

Vcom ¼ Visinθi−V jsinθ j ð7Þ

Vehicle communication (Vcom) for GVANET system col-
laborates with base station, vehicle to vehicle, vehicle to road
side units, road side units to base station. It would be a cyclic
process for an effective transportation system. To customize
the VTS for the betterment of emission less and to reduce
collision, accidents, obstacle, emergency, disaster recovery,
natural climatic changes, irregularity in traffic signal monitor-
ing, etc. The intelligent transportation system (ITS) has been
designed to control and fix the vehicle transfer issues.
RB = {BSi − BSj} Roadside unit to base station (BS) inter-
process communication for a Vcom light with a minimum route
change is noticed and updated at using the Eq. (8).

RtBStð Þn−1 ¼ min LETi; iþ1

� �
;
�
i ¼ 1; 2; 3;…; n

	n o
ð8Þ

The automatic signal control system acts to be the initial elim-
inator for avoiding number of vehicles in high crowded regions
min{(LETi, i+1), (i= 1, 2, 3,…, n)}. However, it would not have
sufficient time to control the flow of vehicles during notable peak
hours. (RtBSt)n− 1 An intelligent decision making system would
improve the betterment in controlling and directing to an alter-
nate route without disturbing the normal activities. To reduce the
CO2 emission an intellectual Vcom process is embedded with
collision avoidance and congestion control transportation system
is incorporated using GVANET.

GVANET Intelligent Transformation (GVITi) is represent-
ed mathematically as in Eq. (9).

GVITi ¼ Alt
d RV j
� �
RVi

;
d RVkð Þ
RVi

þ 1

� �
ð9Þ

Where,

Alt Alternative route.
Rvj Vehicle selecting other route
Rvi Vehicle at the spot having issue
Rvk Vehicle got information to take decision

In unavoidable discrete finite state of vehicle route is de-
fined by Vi = {Vi (R)} {R = 0, 1, 2, 3…n} as the Markova
process of Vi roots. Where {i≥0} & have a maximum roots
Rmax ranges from current ‘C’ position of Vehicles.

Table 9 Status of network nodes at post demand search

Post Demand Events Alarms Notifications Outages Surveillance Heatmap Distributed Status

Z1 53 43 51 44 37 54 51 23

Z2 21 13 15 13 13 17 17 12

Z3 30 13 26 21 23 26 22 13

Z4 51 44 47 43 56 53 48 47

Z5 57 54 46 53 37 54 54 43

Z6 15 12 12 23 20 17 12 13

Z7 37 17 14 13 13 37 37 21

Fig. 7 Post demand search illustration
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{Rmax≥C} at ‘{τf}’ seconds to reach the safe transit
route as an alternative path. The algorithm below illus-
trates the process of reducing the CO2 emission for the
proposed transport system.

The framework of the proposed project is given in
Fig. 1. The data is collected in different areas and in
different scenarios and analysed to take the decision by
the centralized facility. The information is collected
from the road side units and the moving vehicles. This
information is used to study the current transport re-
sources and the traffic condition. It is used to analyse
the reason for the congestion. The factors that are re-
sponsible for the congestion may be any obstacle on the
road, road quality, medical emergency and any natural
disaster. The centralized facility will examine all the
information and based on the conclusion of the analysis
it will make a decision and forward it to the users. The
protocol developed for the communication among the
infrastructure, vehicle to infrastructure for this data com-
munication will share a common medium. The wireless
network uses the channels as the resources for commu-
nication. This channel should be properly utilized since
bandwidth is the scarce resource in a wireless network.
The channels are classified as overlapping channels and
orthogonal channels. The overlapping channels cannot
be used for communication since the signals will inter-
fere with each other and hence the collision of the sig-
nal will happen. Orthogonal channels are used for com-
munication as it does not interfere since the channels do
not overlap. But the main challenge in using the orthog-
onal channels is the number of channels available for

the communication. Orthogonal channels should be
assigned to the wireless devices in such a way that it
reduces the interference.

Experimentation and Result Analysis

It is illustrated in Table 1 for identification of ad-hoc nodes by
PROD, TEST and DEV random searching process. However,
if the nodes are identical in a static state it could be processed
using PROD, TEST and DEV Pre-Requesting Search tech-
nique and it is shown in Table 2.

Similarly the static identification process verified with Post
Demand Search techniques and it is illustrated in Table 3. The
system encounters few constrained based identification of re-
quired information in limited period of time. Table 4 shows
the process of searching the communicating nodes based on
the limited information using PROD, TEST, and DEV
constrained search technique. In Table 5 information call out
is checked for its threshold and it’s time to leave for searching
the next immediate node for hand shake and to process the
information with minimum dely. It is verified using PROD,
TEST and DEV heterogeneous node searching process. The
deviations are notices and illustrated in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5
respectively. Maximum wait time and number of participative
nodes in various zones are critically (n + 1) / 2 times. Optional
nodes are identified N + 1 times with extend of 0 < > MAX.

There would be amply of information in the nomadic com-
puting process and the participative nodes with considerable
energy to hand shaking with the crew. It have the process of
verification until the nodes get collide each other. There

Table 10 A constrained based network node identification

Constrained Zone Events Alarms Notifications Outages Surveillance Heatmap Distributed Status

Z1 54 37 51 53 31 44 30 12

Z2 17 15 49 34 57 44 13 46

Z3 22 21 44 54 47 57 26 43

Z4 48 59 53 49 56 57 21 23

Z5 43 54 46 49 34 48 23 56

Z6 21 37 43 56 48 43 26 37

Z7 13 12 59 54 57 46 21 53

Fig. 8 Deviations of identical
nodes using constrained resource
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should be some collision check in all zones before starting the
communication process and parallels the number of attempts
to retrieve the original process by calculating it periodically. It
is illustrated in Table 6 under various zones Z1, Z2, Z3…Z7 is
considered for this testing. Each and every zone is validated
for collision check until it attempts to collide with other nodes.
Various zonal collection checks are monitored and number of
steps to handle the process also noticed for further tracking.
Different network topology would be adopted in various
zones Z1, Z2, Z3…Z7 the collision check should be validated
in all scenarios for the credit of cooperation in the topology.
Figure 4 shows the deviations in searching the identical nodes
in the communication process.

It could be filtered after the collision check gets completed.
Similarly it retrieves the maximum number of attempts for a
successful hand shake with neighbour nodes. The illustration
of Table 6 shows the coincident of zones and its identical
process in searching the needful process within stipulated time
limit. Frequency range is taken into consideration for the lim-
itation of collision process. The variations are calculated with
respect to PROD, TESTand DEV searching and identification
process under random, pre-request, post demand, constrained
search and heterogeneous node searching techniques in all
zones throughout the networking range.

If the requested sources are identified and its notable services
are illustrated in Table 7. Contemporary nodes are focused by
typical random searching process. The eccentricities are shown
in Fig. 5 and its similarity eminence is fortified abruptly.
Sporadic empathy takes place using pre-requesting state is illus-
trated in Table 8 and the deviations are noticed as shown in Fig. 6.

Events have its betterment in a zone, it triggers an alert with
minimum range, and similarly is notified at different stages.
Its outages, surveillance are distributed under various statuses.
However, the nodes are pinpointed for its participation in a
bewildering manifestation.

To find the misplaced and isolated post demand searching
for identification of contemporary nodes which are grouped in

a typical searching quarantine is tabulated in Table 9 and its
deviations are shown in Fig. 7. The constrained based identi-
fication process is illustrated in Table 10 and the periodic
variations are shown in Fig. 8. From the illustration it is no-
ticed that the status of searching process gets gradually mini-
mize the search time and increase the sharing hindrance.
Various event alarms are noticed with a limited surveillance
and its status are distributed as plotted in Fig. 9.

In Table 11 the nomadic computing evaluations are illustrated
and the iterations are noted under different zones from Z1 to Z7
respectively. The simulation range is tested with 500 X 500 m
zone. It is identified form the result deviations tabulated under
acceptable events and notifications at the time of conflicts. An

Fig. 9 Mobile computing devices authorization with various systems and
approaches

Table 11 Nomadic computing evaluation under various approaches

Substring Request Frequency
node searching (in %)

No.of. Nodes
on Demand

RS 5.7971 24

5.5556 23

5.314 22

5.314 22

4.8309 20

PRS 4.5894 19

4.3478 18

4.3478 18

4.3478 18

4.3478 18

PDS 4.1063 17

4.1063 17

4.1063 17

3.8647 16

3.8647 16

CS 3.6232 15

3.6232 15

2.8986 12

2.8986 12

2.657 11

HNS 2.657 11

2.657 11

2.657 11

2.657 11

2.4155 10

2.4155 10

2M2C-R2ED_GVANET 2.8216 17

3.8236 25

4.1120 38

4.8123 45

4.9323 48

5.3145 54

RS, Random Search; PRS, Pre-Requesting Search; PDS, Post Demand
Search; CS, Constrained Search; HNS, Heterogeneous Node Search and
proposed 2M2C-R2ED_GVANET approach
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alarm to make conscious about the situations and their current
status is updated to the authorized users. The surveillance and
heatmap distributions are noted and shown in Fig.9.

The described abbreviations are utilized in various figures
and tables to find the substring variations under different fre-
quency w.r.t percentages. Moreover, the demanded nodes are
shortlisted based on the reachability and crisscross for its ef-
fectiveness as tabulated in Table 11.

Discussion and Observation

To identify various nodes on demand by various systematic
approaches is illustrated in Table 12 with an average searching
frequency 2.51%.

The mobility of a system could be pragmatic in all tradi-
tional systems. It would be vicinity under plausible circum-
stances in communication era. In this paper the identification

of resources in a stipulated time to reduce the workflow in
finding the impeccable conduit for an effective transmission.
The frequency of empathy in searching the operative nodes
under various scenarios and its substrings could be iterated
using random search process. Moreover, pre-requesting
search to find the uninterrupted sources and its corresponding
nodes are possibly qualitied before it gets completion state. In
post-demand search process would be calculated on demand
request and regulated in a limited time (Fig. 10).

However, the cradles are sequestered with restricted num-
ber of energy necessities and coordinative treaties. The het-
erogeneous devices are communicative with possible outcome
in all scenarios for identifying the appropriative source
iterations.

Conclusion

In VANET to control the CO2 emission could be a challeng-
ing issue for reducing the pollution in urban region. ITS im-
plemented with an automatic system for reducing the user
interactions in vehicle transportation system. The urban vehi-
cle population increases CO2 emission and pollutes the air
which endangers the living regions into risky factors.
However, IWD optimized algorithm is applied to eliminate
the collision and having control on vehicle traffic system in
urban regions. The proposed system shows an average of
2.8216% frequency for identifying various nodes and
searching it for an effective process. It would improves the
energy saving in VANET and helps for increasing the
GVANET at polluted zones. The efficiency of GVANET is
verified with existing ITS system, shows the proposed meth-
odology have comparatively reduces the emission level in
high traffic regions. The future enhancement might be focused
on reducing the waiting time of vehicle at the source region of
GVANET system.
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